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Global Asset Allocation: The View From Europe
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	— We remain modestly overweight equities, supported by resilient economic growth, positive earnings trends and areas with more 
reasonable valuations.
	— Within equity, we reduced the underweight to Europe because it seems the worst is behind the region in terms of economic growth 
and inflation. We increased the overweight to Japan due to continued improvements in corporate governance, the BoJ remaining 
accommodative and the weak yen supporting exporters.
	— Within fixed income, we reduced the allocation to inflation-linked bonds because inflation is expected to ease further. We neutralised 
the allocation to Euro investment grade corporates because of more attractive opportunities elsewhere in fixed income.
	— Additionally, across fixed income, we remain overweight high yield and emerging markets bonds on still attractive absolute yield levels 
and reasonably supportive fundamentals.

Portfolio Positioning As of 30 April 2024
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	— The global growth outlook remains positive against a backdrop of gradually easing inflationary pressures across most economies.
	— US growth continues to be resilient, buoyed by a strong consumer, while optimism around European growth is building. Japanese 
growth remains challenged, and in China, there are signs that policy support is helping stabilise the economy, although risks remain.
	— The US Fed is still looking towards rate cuts this year, but sticky inflation and resiliency in the economy have tempered expectations. 
Meanwhile, the European Central Bank (ECB) appears closer to easing given progress with inflation. After hiking in March, the Bank of 
Japan (BoJ) continues to assess further hikes. The Bank of England (BoE) indicated that it could ease policy as soon as June.
	— Key risks to global markets include a retrenchment in growth, stubborn inflation, volatility surrounding central banks’ policy divergence, 
geopolitical tensions and the trajectory of Chinese growth.

Market Perspective

3 Market Themes

Economic growth in Europe is showing signs of life after several years of 
teetering near recessionary levels, with better-than-expected first-quarter 
GDP growth, largely driven by a services-led revival. Muted foreign 
demand especially from China, fears around a natural gas shortage 
and decades-high inflation had all weighed on European sentiment 
in recent years. But the tide appears to be turning on the back of a 
milder-than-expected winter and falling inflation, increasing the odds 
for an upcoming rate cut by the ECB in June. This has given way to an 
uptick in consumer spending and provided a boost to Europe’s tourism 
and hospitality sectors—notably coming from countries such as Spain, 
Portugal and Greece. However, it’s Europe’s manufacturing powerhouse, 
Germany, that continues to struggle given its dependence on exports 
to China and consequences of having relied on Russian energy, with 
no quick fix on the horizon. For now, positive sentiment on the heels of 
better-than-expected growth, lower inflation and hopes for near-term rate 
cuts may draw investors’ attention, but questions remain whether these 
green shoots will lead to a broader and more sustainable recovery.

Green Shoots?
Despite multiple calls for the end of the US dollar’s dominance over recent 
years, it remains near all-time highs and has strengthened against every 
major currency in the world so far this year. Its most recent push higher 
has stemmed from resilient growth in the US sustained in part by elevated 
fiscal spending along with sticky inflation, causing a shift to less aggressive 
Fed rate cut expectations. Meanwhile, many other countries have seen 
a faster decline in inflation, which has put downward pressure on their 
currencies versus the dollar on expectations that their central banks move 
sooner on rate cuts. The strong dollar has many countries seeing their 
currencies falling to multi-decade relative lows, with talk of intervention, 
as in the case of Japan struggling with a slumping yen. While a weaker 
currency has aided many of these countries’ exporters, it comes with 
other consequences, including capital competition versus higher-yielding 
markets such as the US, import inflation and raising dollar-denominated 
borrowing costs for countries that are funding in US dollars. With the Fed 
expected to move slower on rate cuts, US growth remaining resilient, a 
packed election calendar and a still unsettled geopolitical environment, it’s 
hard to see what breaks the buck before it may break something else. 

The Almighty Dollar

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P.

1 Data are represented by the US Dollar Index (DXY).

Eurozone: All About Services as Manufacturing Lags
As of 30 April 2024

US Dollar: Holding Its Strength1
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REGIONAL BACKDROP

Positives Negatives

Europe U 	— Inflation has been steadily declining
	— ECB is expected to cut rates soon
	— Economy is gradually improving
	— Inflation is moderating

	— Monetary policy is restrictive
	— Economic growth remains weak
	— Geopolitical uncertainty is heightened

United 
Kingdom

N 	— Inflation has been steadily declining
	— Bank of England is likely to cut rates this year
	— Labour market has been resilient

	— Fiscal consolidation may need to be accelerated
	— Tight labour markets could keep wage 
inflation elevated

United 
States

O 	— Earnings expectations are increasing
	— Consumer spending remains strong 
	— Labour market has been very resilient 

	— Progress on inflation has stalled
	— Stock valuations have become challenging
	— Lagged effects of monetary policy remain a risk
	— Political uncertainty is heightened

Japan O 	— Economy welcomes inflation after decades 
fighting deflation
	— Corporate governance continues to 
gradually improve
	— BoJ remains more accommodative
	— Yen weakness is a tailwind for export businesses

	— Expectations are high, raising the bar for 
upside surprises
	— Yen weakness and rising inflation could raise 
pressure on the BoJ to hike

Asia Pacific  
ex‑Japan

N 	— Macro data in China are marginally improving
	— China investment flows are turning positive, 
seconded by attractive valuations
	— In Australia, government support to the economy 
continues to be a net positive. However, Australia 
consumer spending shows early signs of weakening 
on the back of a weaker job market

	— Prolonged China deflation is a concern 
	— China property market issues are dampening 
consumer confidence and retail sales
	— Australia consumer spending shows early 
signs of weakening on the back of a weaker 
job market

Emerging 
Markets 

(EM)

N 	— Equity valuations are attractive relative to the US
	— Chinese economy is incrementally improving
	— Investment flows are positive
	— Regulatory concerns are easing

	— Chinese property deleveraging continues to 
weigh on activity
	— Chinese consumer and business 
confidence are fragile
	— Meaningful fiscal stimulus measures 
appear unlikely

Views are informed by the Asset Allocation Committee and regional investment committees (United Kingdom, Europe, Australia, Japan and 
Asia) and reflect the equity market.

O OverweightN NeutralU Underweight
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EUROPEAN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE POSITIONING As of 30 April 2024

Underweight Neutral   Overweight  orMonth-Over-Month Change

Change These views are informed by a subjective assessment of the relative  
attractiveness of asset classes and subclasses over a 6‑ to 18‑month horizon.
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T 
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S Equities
Earnings continue to strengthen but face elevated expectations. Potential for broader 
market participation as economic growth improves, commodity prices increase and 
consumer spending remains resilient.

Fixed Income
Yields remain attractive, but volatility could persist due to global divergence in growth, 
inflation and central bank expectations. Credit fundamentals remain supportive; 
however, spreads remain tight.

Cash
Cash continues to offer attractive yields as the yield curve remains inverted and 
continues to offer liquidity should market opportunities arise.

Region

EQ
UI

TI
ES

US
Earnings expectations are improving as economic activity remains resilient and as 
financial conditions have loosened. Technology and pharmaceutical innovation are key 
differentiators. However, valuations may limit upside from here.

Europe 
ex‑UK

European equity valuations remain relatively attractive, and headline inflation has 
fallen. However, the economy has stalled, and manufacturing remains weak.

UK

Equity valuations are appealing versus history and against major peers. Inflation 
has been subsiding and economic growth has been recovering. However, domestic 
factors, such as Brexit adjustments, and a relatively small technology sector, 
remain headwinds.

Japan
Economic indicators in Japan are reaching new highs in this cycle, while corporate 
governance improvements continue to improve companies’ fundamentals. However, 
higher inflation prints may see the Bank of Japan step up its hawkish stance.

Developed 
Asia 

ex‑Japan1

China macro data are marginally improving, while investor-friendly regulation can 
support confidence. However, ongoing property market issues are dampening 
consumer confidence and retail sales. In Australia, government support to the 
economy continues to be a net positive. However, Australia consumer spending 
shows early signs of weakening on the back of a weaker job market.

Emerging 
Markets 

Valuations and currencies are attractive, and central bank tightening may 
have peaked. China government policy support and broadly supportive market 
fundamentals are positives. However, geopolitical tensions with the US could rise in 
advance of the US presidential election.

Style and Market Capitalisation

Global Growth 
vs. Value2

Improving economic outlook and further broadening of equity market performance 
could be supportive for value. Cyclical strength and improving prospects for energy 
demand should be positive for value-oriented sectors.

Global 
Small‑Cap vs. 

Large‑Cap2

Small-caps offer attractive relative valuations but are more challenged by 
higher-for-longer interest rates. Profit margins and leverage are also becoming more of 
a concern, warranting a higher-quality bias.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
1 Includes Australia.
2 For pairwise decisions in style and market capitalisation, positioning within boxes represents positioning in the first-mentioned asset class relative to the 

second asset class.
The asset classes across the equity and fixed income markets shown are represented in our multi-asset portfolios. Certain style and market capitalisation 
asset classes are represented as pairwise decisions as part of our tactical asset allocation framework.
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EUROPEAN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE POSITIONING As of 30 April 2024

Underweight Neutral Overweight  orMonth-Over-Month Change

Change These views are informed by a subjective assessment of the relative  attractiveness 
of asset classes and subclasses over a 6‑ to 18‑month horizon.
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Euro 
Government 

Bonds

Euro government bonds remain under pressure as monetary policy expectations are 
repriced. Because the macroeconomic environment is different from past cutting 
cycles, the ECB could adopt a gradual cutting path.

Euro Inflation 
Linked

Inflation is expected to ease further as the economy slows down. The labour market, 
however, remains tight.

Euro Investment‑
Grade (IG) 

Corporates
 Euro investment-grade credit is looking less attractive in terms of valuations, given the 

tight nature of spreads.

US IG 
Aggregate

Stubborn inflation and a resilient economy could see the US Fed keeping rates higher 
for longer than the market currently expects. Meanwhile, investment-grade spreads 
remain tight.

Global High 
Yield

Attractive absolute yield levels remain supportive, but tight spreads may be reflecting 
too optimistic of a backdrop. Default rates are likely to rise to historical long-term 
averages, although much appears to be priced in.

EM Dollar 
Sovereigns

Yields still look modestly attractive. With central banks embarking on easing cycles and 
inflation continuing to moderate, EM bonds may benefit.

EM Local 
Currency

Central bank easing and lower inflation could be tailwinds, but a higher-for-longer Fed 
could sustain dollar strength.

EM Corporates
We prefer to overweight sovereigns rather than corporates in emerging markets 
because credit spreads may widen as the global economy slows. We will look for a 
potentially better entry point to consider overweighting EM corporates.

CU
RR

EN
CI

ES

EUR vs. USD 
With inflation receding more quickly in Europe, the ECB is likely to move earlier than 
the US Fed in cutting interest rates. Interest rate differential in favour of the US dollar 
supports the greenback.

EUR vs. JPY The yen remains a safe-haven currency, and current valuation levels are attractive. Any 
hint of policy change by the BoJ could support a stronger yen.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The specific securities identified and described are for informational purposes only and do not represent recommendations.

EUROPEAN INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
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Additional Disclosure
Source: Unless otherwise stated, all market data are sourced from FactSet. Financial data and analytics provider FactSet. Copyright 2024 FactSet. 
All Rights Reserved.

Important Information
This material is being furnished for general informational and/or marketing purposes only. This material is being furnished for general informational 
purposes only. The material does not constitute or undertake to give advice of any nature, including fiduciary investment advice, nor is it intended to 
serve as the primary basis for an investment decision. Prospective investors are recommended to seek independent legal, financial and tax advice 
before making any investment decision. T. Rowe Price group of companies including T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. and/or its affiliates receive revenue 
from T. Rowe Price investment products and services. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The value of an investment 
and any income from it can go down as well as up. Investors may get back less than the amount invested.
The material does not constitute a distribution, an offer, an invitation, a personal or general recommendation or solicitation to sell or buy any securities 
in any jurisdiction or to conduct any particular investment activity. The material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in any jurisdiction.
Information and opinions presented have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable and current; however, we cannot guarantee the 
sources’ accuracy or completeness. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. The views contained herein are as of the date 
written and are subject to change without notice; these views may differ from those of other T. Rowe Price group companies and/or associates. Under 
no circumstances should the material, in whole or in part, be copied or redistributed without consent from T. Rowe Price.
The material is not intended for use by persons in jurisdictions which prohibit or restrict the distribution of the material and in certain countries the 
material is provided upon specific request. 
It is not intended for distribution to retail investors in any jurisdiction.
DIFC—Issued in the Dubai International Financial Centre by T. Rowe Price International Ltd which is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority 
as a Representative Office. For Professional Clients only.
EEA—Unless indicated otherwise this material is issued and approved by T. Rowe Price (Luxembourg) Management S.à r.l. 35 Boulevard du Prince Henri 
L‑1724 Luxembourg which is authorised and regulated by the Luxembourg Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. For Professional Clients only.
South Africa—Issued in South Africa by T. Rowe Price International Ltd (TRPIL), Warwick Court, 5 Paternoster Square, London, EC4M 7DX, is an 
authorised financial services provider under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 2002 (Financial Services Provider (FSP) Licence 
Number 31935), authorised to provide “intermediary services” to South African Investors. TRPIĹ s Complaint Handling Procedures are available to clients 
upon request. The Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act Ombud in South Africa deals with complaints from clients against FSPs in relation 
to the specific services rendered by FSPs. The contact details are noted below: Telephone: +27 12 762 5000, Web: www.faisombud.co.za, Email: info@
faisombud.co.za
Switzerland—Issued in Switzerland by T. Rowe Price (Switzerland) GmbH, Talstrasse 65, 6th Floor, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland. For Qualified Investors only.
UK—This material is issued and approved by T. Rowe Price International Ltd, Warwick Court, 5 Paternoster Square, London EC4M 7DX which is 
authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority. For Professional Clients only.
© 2024 T. Rowe Price. All Rights Reserved. T. ROWE PRICE, INVEST WITH CONFIDENCE, and the Bighorn Sheep design are, collectively and/or apart, 
trademarks of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc.

T. Rowe Price identifies and actively invests in opportunities to help people thrive in an 
evolving world, bringing our dynamic perspective and meaningful partnership to clients 
so that they can feel more confident.


